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GRACE BUILDS ON NATURE

• What is human nature?
• Our role: help restore nature so that grace
can operate more readily
• not merely return clients to functioning so as
to be productive (effectivity)
• help them develop their capacity for
happiness and joy (affectivity)
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OBJECTIVES
• Overview of this model
• Thomistic psychology as psychology of the normal human
person
• Two sets of emotions, their purpose and relationship to each
other and to reason and will
• Identify how the development of the Pleasure emotions
facilitates healing and integration
• Introduce Affectivity and Effectivity as complementary modes of
living
• Interventions: Case study
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THE BAARS-TERRUWE MODEL
• A meta-model based on St. Thomas
Aquinas’ anthropology
• Updated + Modern clinical discoveries:
• Repression of one emotion by another
emotion, thereby blocking reason from
guiding the repressed emotion
• Lack of love in childhood which can cause a
syndrome of emotional deprivation in adults
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• It is the nature of the passions to obey reason.
• (Passio nata est obedire rationi.)
Summa Theologiae Ia IIae, q. 24, a. 3.
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Reason

Will
Pleasure
emotions

Assertive
Emotions
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Reason
Will
THE SEN SITIVE APPETITES

Pleasure emotions
Concupiscible

• Love/liking <---> Hate/dislike
• Desire

<---> Aversion

• Joy

<---> Sadness

Assertive Drive
Irascible
Hope
<---> Despair
Courage <---> Fear
Anger
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Reason
Will
Pleasure emotions

Assertive Drive
“Effective”

“Affective”

• Love/liking <---> Hate/dislike

• Hope

• Desire

<---> Aversion

• Courage <--->

• Joy

<---> Sadness

or
or

Despair
Fear

• Anger

I am moved because I experience the
object as:
Good
Pleasing

<--->

I move to deal with the obstacle or
threat or to do what is useful to obtain
the desired object

Bad
Displeasing

Assertive

or Nonassertive
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Rider =
Reason & Will

Horse = Emotions
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The relationship
between the Pleasure
emotions and the
Assertive Emotions
Priority must be on Pleasure
emotions

Desire

Courage &
Hope

Object: a watch

Action: needed to work at a job to earn
the money to buy the watch (the arduous
good)

Satisfaction,
Joy

The result of finally buying
the watch
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“A good act performed with feeling
as well as with intention
is all the better for thus coming more
completely from the whole man.”
Paul Glenn, A Tour of the Summa
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It is not by willpower alone that we are to live.
Rather, the emotions support and strengthen the
will in its choice of the good –-- when their
power for affectivity has been developed.
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Affectivity and Effectivity
Affectivity is a way of being receptive through which one
may be moved by the Pleasure emotions of love, desire and
joy. We could call this the receptive heart.
Effectivity refers to action for the purpose of achieving,
doing or producing something.
These are complementary; both are necessary for human life
and happiness.
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“Affectivity simultaneously brings peace
and resolves difficulties, and so provides
the source for the attainment of happiness.”
Anna Terruwe, MD, PhD
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The fruit of Affectivity
Gradually the person
who lives affectively
grows in the desire to do
good to the other
person, or to refrain
from actions which
would be harmful to
them.
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Reason
&
Will
Pleasure
Emotions

Assertive
Drive
Emotions
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The results of an
overemphasis on
Effectivity

- Driven
- Striving
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PROBLEMS IN THE EMOTIONAL LIFE

• Repression (due to abuse, other circumstances; poor
catechesis; misunderstandings which lead to incorrect
conclusions by one’s usefulness judgment)
• Stunted or undeveloped emotional life due to lack of
affirmation by significant others, so feels worthless,
discounts own feelings & so leans on willpower and
intellect)
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CASE STUDY
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INTERVENTIONS
1. Be present to your client. Allow yourself to be moved as you get to know
them. Allow them to see your feelings in your countenance.
2. Reassure these persons that their feelings are normal; every person has
the same feelings they do. These persons often have no idea what “normal”
is.
3. “Affectivity brings peace and resolves difficulties.” Take time to be more;
do and think less.
4. Educate about the role of the emotions (FHYE p. 80-1); tie to Aquinas’
anthropology
5. Emphasize that the Pleasure emotions need to be developed because the
person has been living by willpower & has had little enjoyment in life.
Developing affectivity means doing things that are enjoyable, bring peace.
What are those things for each person? They are to do these more often.
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INTERVENTIONS (2)
Don’t assume that your clients know how to process thoughts, feelings &
desires
• 1. Notice/experience/receive whatever feeling or emotion arises in the
body. Merely allow it to ‘be.’ No need to do anything else. Just
receive/accept it. “I may feel whatever I feel.”(journaling may help this
process)
• 2. One may reflect on this experience; what is the feeling about? Is it
pleasant or unpleasant? What is it ‘telling’ me?
• 3. If I recognize that the feeling is suggesting I do something, I may
reflect on whether what I want to do is: good or bad, reasonable or not.
It is up to me whether taking action is necessary or not. It’s ok if I’m not
ready to act on it. I may take go at my own pace.
• 4. Again, note to the person that this is very different than deciding that
every emotion/feeling must be expressed.
• 5. Clients will be helped by doing things they find pleasant more often.
Suggestions are made in Feeling and Healing Your Emotions, Chapter 7.
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INTERVENTIONS (3)

6. Clients may be helped by listening to ”Affirmation
and Psychological Incarnation” tapes (downloads at
www.BaarsInstitute.com) created by Conrad Baars.
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